
Electric Potential Of a Single Point Char-ge

The Electrostatic force between two point charges Qr and Qz is given

by Coulomb's Law

Force erectrostatic = k Qr Qz / R2

A graph of the Coulomb force as a function of distance looks like this

The electrostatic potential energy of charge Qz at a distance R from

charge Qr is found by taking the area under the force versus distance

curve.

By convention, the zero point for the electrostatic potential energy is

taken to be at infinite distance (at infinity).

The area under the curve has dimensions of force x distance which is

the dimension of energy.
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Conceptually what you are doing as you move from point y to point x

you are moving a charge closer to another charge.

lf the two charges both have the same sign, there is a repulsive force

between the two and so you must expend work to bring the two

charges together.

lf the two charges have opposite charges then the attractive forces

mean you have to expend energy to pull the charges apart.

The electrostatic force is Conservative, and so the amount of work

expended does not depend on the path taken.
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Using calculus (integration) it is straightforward to show that the

electrostatic potential energy for point charges is given by

that is the potential energy (Ep) of charge Qz at a distance R from

charge Qr is given by

Ep = EnefgY etectrostatic = k Qr Qz I R

At this point it is best to memorize the equation for electrical potential

energy. You will be learning more about integration in calculus 12

(integration is the inverse of differentiation).

Notice that the equation is similar to the equation for gravitational

potential energy we studied last December:

Eo = Enef$! gravitationat = G mr mz I R

This makes sense since Coulomb's law is the electrostatic analogue

to NeMon's Law of Universal Gravitation.

J t.dR= J r.erez/R2 dR =kere,rR
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Examples:

1. What is the electric potential energy of an electron in a

hydrogen atom if the electron is 5.0 x 10-11 m from the proton?

Ep =kQrQr/R
= (g.00 x 10nNm2/c2X1.6 x 10-1ec)C 1.6 x 1o-1ec;lqs.O x 10-tt m)

= - 4.6 x 1o-18 J

Notice that the potential energy is negative because of the interactive

force between the electron and the proton. lf you want to ionize the

hydrogen atom (remove its electron 'to infini$) you would need to

provide + 4.6 x 10-18 J of energy.

2. How much work is needed to bring a point charge of

1 .0 x 10-€ C from infinity to a point that is 3.0 m away from a

positive point charge of 1.0 x 10-4 C?

The energy at infinity is zero.

Ep =kQrQr/R
= (9.00 x 10 n Nm2/C2X1.0 x 104 CX1 .0 x 10+ CX(3.0 m)

= 0.30 J
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Electric Potential

Since work and potential energy are related we can define electric

potential as the potential energy per unit charge (relative to infinity).

For a point charge the electric potential is given by

V = EplQz

-kerlR

Examples:

1. What is the electric potential, relative to infinity, at a distance of

0.90 m from a point charge of + 50 x 104 C

V -kQr/R
= (9.00 x 10 e Nm2/ctx50.0 x 10{ c)/(0.9 m)

=5.0x 1o5J/C

2. What is the electric potential relative to infinity at a distance of

1.0 x 10-11 m from a proton?

V -kQr/R
= (9.00 x 10 e Nm2/C2X 1.6 x 10-1ec)/( 1.0 x 10-t'm)

=1.4x102JlC
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